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Abstract Disaster research, conflict research, and peace

research have rich and deep histories, yet they do not

always fully intersect or learn from each other, even when

they investigate if and how disasters lead to conflict or

peace. Scholarship has tended to focus on investigating

causal linkages between disaster (including those associ-

ated with climate change) and conflict, and disaster

diplomacy emerged as a thread of explanatory research that

investigates how and why disaster-related activities do and

do not influence peace and conflict. However, definitive

conclusions on the disaster-conflict-peace nexus have

evaded scientific consensus, in part due to conceptual,

methodological, and interpretive differences among stud-

ies. This article highlights that this nexus would benefit

from a more robust engagement with each field’s founda-

tional research that explores beyond binary and crude

distinctions. Examples are concepts of destructive and

constructive conflict; direct, structural, and cultural vio-

lence, and their relationships to vulnerability; negative and

positive peace; and the ideals and realities of peacebuilding

and conflict transformation. This article demonstrates how

integrated scholarship could open up and advance new

lines of questioning, with implications for developing

coherent research, policy, and practice. The article

concludes by offering recommendations for how to better

connect disaster, conflict, and peace research.

Keywords Climate change � Conflict research � Disaster
diplomacy � Disaster risk reduction � Peace research

1 Background

Disaster researchers have spent decades challenging strong

narratives in academic literature and popular media that

argue that disasters result in conflict, including a break-

down in social order, panic, looting, and violence (Quar-

antelli 1954; Dynes and Quarantelli 1968; Quarantelli and

Dynes 1976; Xu et al. 2016; Brzoska 2018; Nogami 2018).

This narrative manifests in numerous ways including

claims that (1) hazard influencers such as climate change

will incite war (challenged by Buhaug 2010) and mass

migration (challenged by Baldwin et al. 2019), and that (2)

command-and-control approaches should be employed

after a disaster to stop survivors from running rampant

(challenged by Alexander 2020). Another major implica-

tion of the discourse that disasters cause conflict is that it

securitizes disaster-related concerns (as deconstructed by

Hartmann 2010 and Nicholson 2014) and promotes top-

down interventionist approaches to stymie the assumed

ripple effects of instability (challenged by Alexander

2020).

Nevertheless, just because disasters and hazards do not

inevitably create or drive different forms of conflict does

not mean that they necessarily reduce conflict or create

peace. Studies of cooperation and collaboration induced by

hazards and disasters show mixed results without definitive

conclusions about disasters as peacemakers or peacekeep-

ers (Comfort 1990; Enia 2008; Régnier 2011; Kreutz 2012;
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Acuto 2014; Dany 2018). From such bodies of literature,

one subset termed ‘‘disaster diplomacy’’ has emerged that

examines how and why disaster-related activities—before,

during, and after disasters—do and do not affect different

forms of peace and conflict (Kelman 2012, 2016). The

suggestion overall from disaster diplomacy thinking is that

disasters can provide short-term opportunities to resolve or

create violent and non-violent conflict, but pursuing those

opportunities or not is determined mainly by pre-disaster

conditions. These analyses further demonstrate the wide

separation between much disaster-related work, much

conflict-related work, and much peace-related work.

Scholarship on climate change has now generated yet

another body of nearly independent research and discourse

on conflict (although not much on peace), typically without

drawing on the lessons and foundations of prior work

(Brzsoka 2018 is an exception).

This article provides a critiquing overview of how

intersections between disaster, conflict, and peace research

could be improved, with particular attention given to dis-

aster diplomacy approaches as one possible bridge among

them. The following two sections examine how disaster,

conflict, and peace research do and do not interlink,

through the disaster-conflict nexus (Sect. 2) and through

disaster diplomacy (Sect. 3). Section 4 explores ways of

improving the links through commonalities of interpreta-

tions and misapprehensions, as well as the ubiquitousness

of politics and power, leading to possibilities for better

connections. Finally, this article’s contribution is summa-

rized, and recommendations are made in order to provide

opportunities to better connect disaster, conflict, and peace

research.

2 The Disaster-Conflict Nexus

From the beginning, disaster research has been strength-

ened by an interest in understanding conflict. Early disaster

studies in the 1940s were supported by U.S. military

organizations compelled by a desire to anticipate the con-

ditions and social responses associated with war-related

disasters (Quarantelli 1987). This research agenda later

shifted to investigating the causal relationships between

disasters and conflict—empirical research that established

these linkages surfaced in the 1990s and became more

rigorous in the 2000s (Nardulli et al. 2015). The 2000s also

saw peace emerge as a phenomenon of more direct interest

when ‘‘disaster diplomacy’’ research began to explore to

what extent and how disasters and disaster-related activi-

ties influence peace and cooperation (Kelman and Koukis

2000; Kelman 2012) (see Sect. 3).

As these varied research agendas on disaster, conflict,

and peace have matured, they have identified and

investigated a multitude of relationships between these

phenomena, revealing complexity, nonlinearity, and

dynamism. Numerous intersecting factors reinforce, exac-

erbate, or intervene in disaster-conflict-peace relationships

and influence a wide breadth of possible, but far from

certain, outcomes. From a policy standpoint, this trend

moves away from considering disaster and climate change

risks as national or human security threats and moves

toward recognizing disaster risks as complex systems of

risk, alongside other risks such as conflict and fragility,

economic shocks, and health crises (UNDRR 2019) that

affect the ‘‘living fabric’’ of communities (Sarmiento et al.

2018, p. 40). Despite the long-standing discussions on such

approaches, efforts to understand this interconnectivity do

not always fully account for these deep and broad

understandings.

A cohort of research on disaster, climate change, and

conflict concludes, for example, that disasters and the

effects of climate change (including changes to weather—

often expressed through temperature, precipitation, and

storm parameters—sea levels, and ocean acidity) heighten

the risk of conflict onset, intensity, or duration. The pre-

mise of this research agenda often builds on early neo-

Malthusian environment-conflict research conducted by

Homer-Dixon (1994, 1999), who influentially claimed that

environmental scarcity (or ‘‘eco-scarcity’’)—driven by

population growth or increased natural resource con-

sumption, environmental degradation, and/or unequal dis-

tribution of resources—can lead to social instability and

conflict. When combined with governance issues and

instability, eco-scarcity may even contribute to state failure

(Kahl 2006).

Research along this thread has connected disasters to an

increased risk of conflict onset and intensity in numerous

ways. Several studies have found that climate ‘‘shocks’’

and disasters are linked to an increased risk of conflict

onset (Nel and Righarts 2008; Hendrix and Salehyan

2012), from international conflict (Nelson 2010) to local

discord (Carroll et al. 2006), conflict intensity (Gawande

et al. 2017), repressive (Wood and Wright 2016) or

manipulative regime tactics (Schneider and Hwang 2014),

political regime destabilization or change (Flores and

Smith 2013; Carlin et al. 2014; Venugopal and Yasir

2017), and gender-based violence (Fisher 2010). Other

studies illustrate that the eco-scarcity hypothesis does not

fully explain linkages from the environment to conflict. For

example, not only water scarcity and drought are some-

times positively correlated with violence, but also short-

term water abundance (Salehyan and Hendrix 2014),

extreme rainfall deviations in either direction (Raleigh and

Kniveton 2012), and interannual rainfall variability (Hen-

drix and Glaser 2007).
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Consequently, irrespective of correlations, understand-

ing causation requires further work, including understand-

ing the role of local contexts. Despite a range of possible

explanations for these relationships, the body of research

on disasters and conflict does not present uncontested sta-

tistical relationships or well-defined explanatory mecha-

nisms. Berrebi and Ostwald (2011) conducted a statistical

study showing that disasters with more fatalities result in a

higher risk for terrorism and associated fatalities, while

Bhavnani (2006) demonstrated that disasters with more

survivors resulted in a higher risk of conflict due to dis-

aster-related grievances.

Likewise, climate change has been cited as playing a

central role in precipitating several high-intensity civil

armed conflicts and humanitarian crises, but not without

controversy. Kelley et al. (2015) propelled a debate on the

role of anthropogenic climate change-induced drought—

mediated through crop failure and large-scale migration to

cities—in inciting the Syrian Conflict in 2011. Yet, other

research has claimed that the drought did not play a central

role in the Syrian Conflict (Selby et al. 2017) and that

emphasizing the role of climate change disguises the

fomenting role of the Syrian regime (De Châtel 2014;

Fröhlich 2016). This disunity in research conclusions

extends to other geographic regions. Some argue that

drought, combined with rising poverty and population,

contributed to the crisis in Darfur (Sachs 2007). Others

critique this emphasis on the role of climate change-in-

duced or exacerbated drought, because it may be instru-

mentalized to obscure the underlying political dynamics

and agency that drive such crises (Verhoeven 2011).

Findings derived from meta-analyses and synthetic

research on the climate-conflict interface also diverge. A

series of meta-analyses on quantitative studies found a

direct causal association between climate change and

increased conflict risk (Hsiang et al. 2013; Hsiang and

Burke 2014; Burke et al. 2015). In response, Buhaug et al.

(2014) developed an alternate meta-analysis and concluded

that there is no conclusive direct climate-conflict relation-

ship. Several other review articles are also skeptical about

the direct climate-conflict link, citing weak evidence and

insufficient empirical support (Bernauer et al. 2012; Sak-

aguchi et al. 2017); poor theoretical underpinnings

(Meierding 2013) and lack of robust analysis (Peters et al.

2020); and different operationalizations and inadequate

data on climate and conflict (Scheffran et al. 2012a; Sale-

hyan 2014) that would lead to any decisive conclusions.

Much of the research that probes the relationships

between disaster and conflict peppers their findings with

qualifiers to try to avoid these controversies, but in doing

so, inadvertently creates new gaps in understanding. Sch-

leussner et al. (2016) claimed that disasters are statistically

correlated with increased political instability and armed

conflict in places that are ‘‘highly ethnically fractional-

ized.’’ While ethnic diversity may be indirectly linked with

conflict (Blimes 2006), cultural differences in a shared

place may also create the opportunity for individuals and

groups to build relationships and develop shared values

(Wanis-St. John 2005). Collier and Hoeffler (2004) found

that high ethnic diversity is a source for societal stability

that leads to a lower risk of civil war than is the case in

ethnically homogeneous states. Their work also established

that societies with moderate ethnic heterogeneity and

‘‘ethnic dominance,’’ where the largest ethnic group com-

prises 45% to 90% of the population, have double the risk

of civil war onset. Ethnic divisions may not create conflict,

but conflict may actually create, invent, or mobilize ethnic

divisions (Collier 2000) and conceal heterogeneity within

groups. These contrasting findings illustrate the need for a

more nuanced consideration of the potential role of eth-

nicity (and perhaps other demographic and social identity

factors) when examining the disaster-conflict link.

Consequently, no clear, uncontested linkages between

disasters (incorporating hazard influencers such as climate

change) and conflict have been established. Disaster may

not lead immediately to conflict, but filter through esca-

lating steps of risk, crisis, and conflict (Xu et al. 2016). The

relationship between disasters and conflict may not follow

a single and simple mechanism, but involve instead

numerous mediating factors (Peters et al. 2019a). This

wider array of causes and effects may make causal rela-

tionships more challenging and problematic to pinpoint,

and several studies point out that much of the research

focuses on direct relationships, while investigating indirect

links may be necessary (Scheffran et al. 2012b; Theisen

et al. 2013).

Other research has specifically investigated mediating

factors, including the strength of institutions (Adano et al.

2012), economic factors (Hendrix and Glaser 2007; Ber-

gholt and Lujala 2012; Koubi et al. 2012), and migration

(Reuveny 2007). There may be a limited direct link

between drought (and other hazards) and violence, but this

relationship may be mitigated by local-level natural

resource rules (Linke et al. 2018) or provision of key

infrastructures (Detges 2016) to help people cope with

environmental changes. The link between climate and

conflict, for instance, may be more pronounced in agri-

culturally dependent or politically marginalized groups in

very poor countries (von Uexkull et al. 2016). Additionally,

disasters may have heterogeneous impacts on conflict

(Nardulli et al. 2015) by exacerbating preexisting conflict

(Brancati 2007; Omelicheva 2011; Pfaff 2020) and exac-

erbating and ameliorating certain conflict drivers and

dynamics (Harris et al. 2013). These studies underline that

any disaster-conflict relationship, especially with respect to

climatic inputs, may be more of a reciprocal one than
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following a unidirectional causal chain (von Uexkull et al.

2016), and typically results from complex interactions in

specific contexts (Olson and Gawronski 2017).

3 Pivoting Toward Peace with Disaster Diplomacy

Despite a significant focus on disaster-conflict relation-

ships, other contributions expand their analytical gaze to

examine the impacts of disasters on cooperation, collabo-

ration, and peace. This research builds on the idea that

there can be more cooperation than conflict over natural

resources, and that resource scarcity has the potential to

lead to enhanced cooperation or peace. For example, even

in arid environments, interactions over international water

resources are more likely to be cooperative (Wolf et al.

2003), and some posit that climate change-induced changes

to water resources are unlikely to result in armed conflict

(Bernauer and Siegfried 2012). Others go even further and

claim that disasters may lead to a decrease in civil war risk

(Slettebak 2012), provide opportunities to push along peace

talks (Gaillard et al. 2008; Kreutz 2012), strengthen sup-

port for political leaders (Olson and Gawronski 2010),

produce cooperation between conflicting parties (Endfield

et al. 2004), and temporarily decrease crime rates and

increase altruism (Lemieux 2014).

Inspired by such possibilities, disaster diplomacy

scholarship crosses disciplinary boundaries to pursue the

principal question of how and why disasters and disaster-

related activities do and do not reduce conflict and create

greater cooperation or peace. This body of literature uses

primarily qualitative methods to systematically gather

evidence and conduct analyses on cases of disasters and

disaster-related activities that yield compassionate or col-

laborative responses—including diplomacy—between

parties at various scales (from international governance to

household decision making), locations, distances from each

other, and levels of formality (Kelman 2012). Disaster

diplomacy differs from disaster-conflict research not only

due to its focus on manifestations of peace, but also due to

its expansion beyond a presumption of linear disaster-

conflict causality by exploring a range of human activities

that deal with disasters that might influence conflict and

peace processes and outcomes. However, disaster diplo-

macy has thus far been unable to establish causal linkages

from disasters and disaster-related activities to diplomacy,

peace, or cooperation. Ker-Lindsay (2000, 2007) suggested

that disaster may have a ‘‘multiplying’’ effect on diplomacy

when the foundations are already present. The word choice

of this statement mirrors early climate-conflict literature,

which suggests that climate change is a ‘‘threat multiplier’’

(CNA Corporation Military Advisory Board 2007), but

avoids making the claim that disaster causes cooperation or

peace.

Although the topic has long been discussed (Quarantelli

and Dynes 1976; Comfort 1990), the subfield of disaster

diplomacy coalesced more formally with Kelman and

Koukis (2000) in a special issue of the Cambridge Review

of International Affairs focused on formal and public

interstate diplomatic interactions, considering disaster risk

reduction (DRR) and disaster response/recovery. As the

field grew, its analytical lens expanded to consider vari-

ous—at times multiple and overlapping—spatial, temporal,

and governance scales. Disaster diplomacy also began to

consider vulnerability perspectives, localized initiatives,

and multiple diplomacy tracks and players. Pre-disaster

activities considered include warning systems and vacci-

nations, spatially diffuse hazard drivers such as creeping

environmental changes, including climate change, and

different diplomatic players at different scales, covering

multi-track diplomacy (Diamond and McDonald 1993;

Kurbalija and Katrandjiev 2006) alongside various forms

of diplomacy including para-diplomacy, proto-diplomacy,

and micro-diplomacy (Duchacek et al. 1988; Jackson

2018).

This move away from strictly interstate diplomacy by

formal players opened up case studies of intrastate, sub-

national, supranational, and communal conflict and peace

processes. Several studies (Scanlon 2006; Le Billon and

Waizenegger 2007; Enia 2008; Gaillard et al. 2008;

Klitzsch 2014) compared Aceh (Indonesia) and Sri Lanka

following the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami to disentangle

how the tsunami and the responses to it may have con-

tributed to peace in Aceh and renewed conflict in Sri

Lanka. Ultimately, Gaillard et al. (2008) found that while

the tsunami may have catalyzed diplomatic talks in Aceh,

non-tsunami factors were more influential in short- and

long-term peace negotiations. This conclusion reflects

broader disaster diplomacy findings that where peaceful

outcomes are observed, they are more often associated with

political processes already oriented toward peace (Kelman

2012, 2016), incentive structures (Beardsley and McQuinn

2009), public support for a warming of relations (Akci-

naroglu et al. 2011), and international interests and influ-

ence (Klitzsch 2014). And, frequently, disaster-related

activities have no discernible impact on peace or conflict.

Disaster diplomacy studies have long acknowledged the

multiscalar nature of conflicts. Conflicts may take place

across governance scales, each interacting in different and

intersecting ways with disasters and disaster-related activ-

ities. In a comparative case study of why interstate disaster

diplomacy may have occurred in Greece-Turkey and not in

India-Pakistan, Akcinaroglu et al. (2011) found that the

presence of communal violence dampens the potential for

rapprochement. Rajagopalan (2006) described that disaster
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diplomacy may be observed where humanitarian actions

bring people together, encourage informal interactions,

build mutual confidence, and provide opportunities to

‘‘rewrite the rules.’’ The author acknowledged that conflict

may also complicate disaster activities by directing relief or

protection to certain groups or individuals. Peters et al.

(2019b) suggested that cavalier DRR activities have the

potential to escalate conflict in certain circumstances.

Ker-Lindsay (2007) noted that conflicts tend to be

multidimensional, stemming from multiple factors, and

they are dynamic as parties take various actions or inac-

tions and as new issues emerge—a summary and ethos that

matches the findings from decades of disaster research

(Gaillard 2019). When viewed through a disaster diplo-

macy lens, ‘‘conflict and non-conflict disasters are inex-

tricably linked’’ (Kelman 2012, p. 1), since both types of

disasters are constructed through patterns of human action

and inaction and emerge from this history. Acknowledging

the multidimensionality and complexity of disasters, con-

flict, and peace—and their relationships—helps to explain

why disaster diplomacy makes such modest claims about

influencing disaster and diplomacy trajectories.

According to disaster diplomacy scholarship, even for

short-term effects to manifest, the foundations for conflict

or peace must already be present. Peace begets peace and

conflict begets conflict, with disasters and disaster-related

activities (including dealing with hazard influencers such

as climate change) sometimes being used as an opportunity

to pursue pre-established peace or conflict pathways. Cor-

roborating other areas of investigation, neither disaster-

related activities nor conflict-related activities are divorced

from the social, political, and economic systems in which

they operate. Rather, they perpetuate and reflect the soci-

etal conditions in which they occur. Disaster, conflict, and

their related activities such as DRR (including climate

change adaptation) and peacebuilding are long-term and

diffuse processes that complicate the search for linear and

causal relationships between disaster and conflict or

between disaster and peace. These challenges can and

should be overcome to yield insights into how to better

reduce different forms of disaster and violence in tandem,

by learning from and connecting work across this spectrum

of topics.

Scholars continue to strive toward understanding why

and how disaster may catalyze peaceful outcomes in cer-

tain circumstances, and renewed or exacerbated conflict in

others. Greater consideration of the nuances of conflict and

peace dynamics may be essential for understanding the

disaster-conflict-peace nexus, not only in terms of ‘‘how’’

and ‘‘why,’’ but also in terms of ‘‘when,’’ ‘‘where,’’ and

‘‘who’’—and how to use the answers to improve actions in

favor of reducing disaster risk and supporting peace.

4 Fundamentals Linking Disaster, Conflict,
and Peace Research

Overall, decisive conclusions on the disaster-conflict-peace

nexus have evaded scientific consensus in part due to

conceptual, methodological, and interpretive differences

among studies. This should not be the case, given how

many of the starting points and challenges yet to overcome

are similar between fields.

4.1 Intersecting (Mis)understandings

How disaster, peace, and conflict are defined, parameter-

ized, and measured often differs among studies, and this

yields disparate findings. Databases for disaster and con-

flict paint these phenomena as event-based, binary (existing

or not), and comparable via death or damage figures.

Various authors have challenged the uncritical usage of the

EM-DAT database for disasters (Moriyama et al. 2018),

with the DesInventar database increasingly being adopted

for quantitative studies (Gaillard et al. 2019). Commonly

used conflict databases—such as the Armed Conflict

Location and Event Data Project (ACLED), and the Upp-

sala Conflict Data Program in conjunction with the Peace

Research Institute Oslo (UCDP/PRIO)—display similar

biases (Eck 2012). One way forward could be to fully

accept conflicts as disasters in order to pool knowledge

about the difficulties in setting up and maintaining such

databases and then work across fields to overcome the

difficulties.

The same could be true for theoretical and conceptual

underpinnings of disaster, conflict, and peace. In disaster

literature, conflict can be (mis)understood as purely

destructive, while conflict and peace literature can presume

the same for disaster. Peace, if it is considered at all, can be

conceptualized as the absence of violence rather than as the

presence of various phenomena. Peace can be assumed as

the condition when a war is not active, under a categorical

threshold, or as following a peace agreement, ceasefire, or

other political arrangement. Similarly, after the so-called

recovery phase, a disaster can be accepted as having been

overcome when people are returning ‘‘back to normal.’’

Rather than siloed literature adopting debunked approaches

from the other areas, working together would reveal how

key fundamental points are the same, such as that disaster,

conflict, and peace are all dynamic, nonlinear, and poten-

tially co-occurring processes, driven primarily by social

decisions from those with the most power and resources.

Some conflict and peace scholarship still employs the

misnomer ‘‘natural disaster’’ and adopts hazards or hazard

influencers (for example, climate change) as causes of

disasters, thereby bypassing the foundations of disaster
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research that disasters are not natural because they are

caused by vulnerabilities (Hewitt 1983; Lewis 1999; Wis-

ner et al. 2004). Yet, while disasters are neither natural nor

inevitable, social conflicts are an inherent and

inevitable part of human interactions (Lederach 1997;

Kriesberg 2007) that surface ‘‘when two or more persons or

groups manifest the belief that they have incompatible

objectives’’ (Kriesberg 2007, p. 2). In effect, conflict refers

to perceived or real differences in how individuals or col-

lectives think or act, and, since heterogeneity always exists,

conflict exists in all societies. The destructiveness and

trajectories of conflicts, however, are not inevitable and

they vary (Lederach 1997; Kriesberg 2007), with conflicts

at any stage of escalation or de-escalation potentially being

pursued nonviolently and constructively, and/or violently

or destructively (Kriesberg 2007). Constructive conflict

may produce widespread benefits (Deutsch 1994; Kries-

berg 2007), while destructive conflict often produces fur-

ther grievances or hatred (Collier 2000; Ballentine and

Sherman 2003).

The constructiveness or destructiveness of conflict in

large part hinges on engagement—by choice or by habit—

with social practices of violence. An expanded under-

standing of violence takes it to be forms of direct, struc-

tural, and cultural violence—which is sometimes applied to

the definition of disaster as well (Deloughrey et al. 2015).

Direct violence refers to physical violence (for example,

assault); structural violence refers to indirect institutional

forms of violence (for example, poverty, discrimination,

and hunger); and cultural violence refers to the cultural

beliefs that normalize direct and structural forms of vio-

lence (for example, the religious beliefs that underpin a

caste system and laws that promote racism) (Galtung

1969, 1990). Cultural violence persuades those within a

society to see certain forms of exploitation and repression

as natural and normal, or not to see them at all. These

interpretations of violence intersect with disaster studies,

which sometimes interpret the imposition and perpetuation

of vulnerabilities that cause disasters as structural and

cultural—and sometimes direct—violence. Examples of

authors who provide theoretical constructions that make

this bridge include:

• Hartmann and Boyce (1983) describing ‘‘quiet vio-

lence’’ as exploitation, poverty, and hunger.

• Watts (1983) conceptualizing ‘‘silent violence’’ as the

social causes of famines, irrespective of environmental

inputs into droughts.

• Nixon (2011) detailing ‘‘slow violence’’ as the adverse

consequences on people of environmental destruction,

including pollution.

Misunderstanding peace can also cause difficulties for

disaster-related activities. In conflict and peace literature,

negative peace is discussed as the mere absence of direct

violence, and positive peace as ‘‘the absence/reduction of

violence of all kinds’’ and ‘‘nonviolent and creative conflict

transformation’’ (Galtung 1996, p. 9). Achieving negative

peace without building elements of positive peace typically

reverts to direct displays of violence, as the underlying

causes of violent conflict are left unaddressed. However,

what constitutes positive peace is highly value laden,

sprawling, and controversial, not to mention difficult to

quantify and compare across time and place. In practice,

Autesserre (2014) juxtaposed how those working in peace

operations and humanitarian and development interven-

tions may define ‘‘peace’’ as a reduction in violence, while

local community members may understand ‘‘peace’’ as the

ability to send their children to school. Knowing conflict

and peace may shift from place to place and person to

person, and potential disagreement over what constitutes

conflict and/or peace may itself be a source of conflict. As

with ‘‘disaster,’’ these concepts are socially produced and

reproduced, hence they also change over time, influencing

and being influenced by contemporary social norms.

4.2 Politics and Power

It follows that DRR and peacebuilding concepts and

activities are not socially or politically neutral, as change is

initiated, decided upon, and implemented by a group or

groups with a political agenda—matching the ethos of

disaster research and the cultures and power relations

driving the work (Krüger et al. 2015). Both DRR and

peacebuilding may be instrumentalized to protect the status

quo (from international to local and individual scales) and

established forms of governance (including the legit-

imization of sovereign nation states and the political parties

or individuals running them). Peace itself and efforts to

maintain or build it may be founded on the premise of

violence expressed through multiple forms (Mitchell

2011), as occurs for DRR when claims of tsunami or storm

surge safety are used as the reasons for transferring coastal

land from poor people to rich people (Cohen 2011; Baptiste

and Devonish 2019). Various actors may pursue conflicts

through constructive and/or destructive strategies to

improve their situations and lives, while others may be

threatened or materially hurt by these DRR (Gaillard 2012)

and peace-seeking actions (Kriesberg 2007). Conflict (as

with disaster-related activities; see Sect. 3) may serve as an

essential catalyst for change (Miall 2004), though the

direction and perception of this change may be hotly

contested between and within groups.

Disaster politics—like peace and conflict politics—are

complex and involve a multiplicity of actors at various

scales. These actors often have a history of pre-disaster

interactions, with patterns tending toward conflict or peace.
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Formal actors may create or perpetuate disaster vulnera-

bilities through actions that they knowingly choose to serve

the interests of those in power, accept due to lack of

capacity or externally imposed limitations, or pursue due to

short-term interests (Hewitt 1983; Lewis 1999; Wisner

et al. 2004). Disaster can spur governmental and societal

actions and inactions with new demands and opportunities,

and, critically, these actions interact with each other as well

as with previous political conditions and divisions

(Gawronski and Olson 2013). Disasters can expose local

violence that typifies long-term conditions, but is newly

made known to the international community (Marcelin

2015). Disasters can also provide opportunities for inter-

national actors to intervene and proliferate in local con-

texts, with the potential to shift power dynamics (Marcelin

2011) or advance neoliberal interests (Klein 2007).

Conflict transformation acknowledges that internal

social processes are in a continual and nonlinear process of

change (Lederach 1995; Reimann 2004) toward a vision or

visions of the future (Lederach 1995), even without inter-

ventions. Following in the traditions of Galtung, Curle, and

Lederach, long-term and deliberate conflict transformation

and peacebuilding processes arise to overcome direct,

cultural, and structural violence (Reimann 2004) by

transforming actors, issues, structures, and rules (Väyrynen

1991) that contribute to an ongoing conflict situation and

promote constructive conflict (Deutsch 1994) and positive

peace. Peacemakers work with parties in conflict to

develop power-balanced relationships, awareness of their

conflict, and awareness of their agency in changing their

conflict (Curle 1971). In order for meaningful transforma-

tion to occur, it must be paired with voluntary and deep

commitment to comply with decisions that are made (Deetz

2017), and it must also be paired with reconciliation

between conflicting groups (Lederach 1997). Disaster risk

reduction that incorporates these principles and practices

might have the potential to transform conflict and build

peace as part of reducing disaster vulnerabilities, but there

is thus far limited evidence of success.

Despite these admirable goals, the field of peacebuilding

has had an unimpressive track record at de-escalating

destructive conflict and achieving and sustaining peace and

equitable relationships between former adversaries. Even

metrics for determining success are disputed (Call 2008). It

is the same for disaster-related activities, which cannot be

systematically shown to influence conflict and peace in the

long term (Kelman 2012, 2016). Disaster has a relationship

with conflict enacted through vulnerabilities, but that does

not necessarily mean that DRR contributes to conflict

prevention or peacebuilding (Peters et al. 2019b). Yet, the

metrics for disaster diplomacy success might be too strin-

gently defined; they poorly factor in conflict and peace

literature; and they require much more work to incorporate

the complexities and uncertainties identified regarding

disaster, conflict, and peace interactions across time, space,

and governance scales, with the necessarily broad range of

actors. Furthermore, the framing to date of the core ques-

tion of disaster diplomacy—how and why disaster-related

activities before, during, and after disasters do and do not

affect different forms of conflict and peace—may be

incomplete by not explicitly asking about when, where, and

who.

4.3 Joining the Pieces

One pattern that is emerging is support for the foundational

literature from disaster research (Hewitt 1983; Lewis 1999;

Wisner et al. 2004), and from peace and conflict studies

research (Galtung 1969; Lederach 1995), that disaster,

conflict, and peace are inherently political, arising from

long-term processes deeply ingrained in society, rather than

resulting from simple relationships and definitive starting,

ending, or tipping points. The confusion among the dif-

ferent fields and disagreements alongside sometimes con-

tradictory findings indicate that these topics are approached

from siloed perspectives that do not always intersect with

or learn from each other. Similar baselines, ethoses, and

challenges mean their interconnections could be much

better demonstrated and common problems more compre-

hensively addressed.

Disaster and conflict risks may stem from the same

underlying vulnerabilities within a given society, and they

both may catalyze societal change. Figure 1 illustrates how

co-occurring ‘‘conflict’’ and ‘‘peace’’ processes are nested

within different expressions and strategies. Violent

expressions stemming from conflict and peace processes

may reinforce each other and move toward similar out-

comes; for disaster studies, these outcomes may be linked

to increased disaster vulnerabilities. Likewise, cooperative

expressions stemming from conflict and peace processes

may reinforce each other and move toward similar out-

comes; for disaster studies, these outcomes may be linked

to increased disaster coping capacities. While research may

focus on conflict and peace, these should be seen as entry

points to a wider array of potential questions using a peace

and conflict lens.

Figure 1 provides a conceptual approach that can serve

to disaggregate as well as connect findings. For example,

the debates surrounding the extent to which disaster and

climate change contribute to conflict (or not) would be

enriched by characterizing pre-disaster conflict and peace

processes, linking these with disaster vulnerabilities and

coping capacities, and tracing how disaster and the human

actions that surround it reflect or depart from these patterns

(see also the critical juncture analysis conducted by

Gawronski and Olson 2013). These robustly drawn
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conclusions will help to explain how disaster vulnerabili-

ties and violence may become linked in a self-perpetuating

process and, conversely, how disaster coping capacities and

cooperation may reinforce a chain of positive feedbacks.

Peace and conflict may be the visible tips of much deeper

processes of social and political change.

When exploring the linkages between disaster and

conflict, scholars should dig deeper to engage with the

nuances of constructive and destructive conflict strategies

and how they manifest through direct, structural, and cul-

tural forms of violence. When exploring the linkages

between disaster and peace, scholars should investigate

beyond the concept of negative peace and additionally

assess whether there are elements of positive peace or if the

prevailing ‘‘peace’’ actually entrenches direct, structural,

and cultural forms of violence. Where disaster is consid-

ered as a conflict or peace multiplier, it should be situated

within peace and conflict processes that are already under

way. This is in line with disaster diplomacy findings that

non-disaster factors are more influential in conflict and

peace. But, we can and must dig deeper into understanding

more precisely where, when, and how disasters and dis-

aster-related activities impact these processes, even in the

short term. Conversely, taking a longer-term view could

provide additional insights into how post-disaster, short-

term violence or cooperation might lead to later reconfig-

urations balancing conflict and peace.

Conflict and peace processes engage in broader long-

term, multipronged, and nonlinear change processes across

intersecting scales. Scholarship on the disaster-conflict-

peace nexus should move beyond seeing disaster and

conflict as event-based and isolatable, to pursue instead

ways of studying them as intrinsically linked in long-term,

co-occurring processes and complex systems of risk.

Where these processes lean toward cooperative manifes-

tations, they may reduce or transform disaster-conflict risks

through coping capacities. Where these processes are more

violent, they may enhance or entrench disaster-conflict

risks through vulnerabilities.

These connections require far more prominence in pol-

icy as well. The globally agreed frameworks for DRR, the

Hyogo Framework for Action 2005–2015 and the Sendai

Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030

(UNISDR 2005, 2015), do not engage with conflict, vio-

lence, or war, nor do they provide guidance for how to

adapt programming to conflict-affected contexts, despite

the fact that conflict-affected and fragile countries are

among the signatories of these agreements (Peters et al.

2019c). The Hyogo Framework briefly advocates for an

integrated, multi-hazard approach to DRR in disaster-prone

settings, including ‘‘postconflict’’ contexts, but there is no

further discussion of strategic recommendations in such

contexts. The more recent Sendai Framework includes no

mention of conflict, peace, and related key terms and

concepts (Peters et al. 2019c). Siloed approaches to com-

plex problems (including disaster and conflict) have even

been criticized by the UN itself: UN Secretary-General

António Guterres warned, ‘‘[…] we are in a world in which

global challenges are more integrated, and the responses

are more and more fragmented. And, if these are not

reversed, it is a recipe for disaster’’ (World Economic

Forum 2019, para. 1).

The UN could start by drawing from its own knowledge

base in developing nexus approaches to address disaster

Fig. 1 A conceptual model of

how nested expressions of peace

and conflict affect disaster risk,

leading to joint disaster-conflict-

peace research
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and conflict. A United Nations Development Programme

(2011) report found that disasters can contribute to con-

flicts, and that disasters and conflicts together can increase

the risk of crises. This same study found that DRR has been

used in post-conflict situations as a tool to build peace, and

these efforts may have yielded unique benefits due to being

less contentious than direct forms of conflict resolution

(UNDP 2011). For disaster-related activities, turning away

from conflict does not mean that these activities can avoid

conflict or become somehow conflict-neutral. Instead,

opportunities to reduce disaster and conflict risk effectively

and simultaneously will be missed, with a possibility for

potentially causing harm, as sometimes occurs with well-

intentioned humanitarian interventions for disasters and

conflict (Anderson 1999).

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

This article has provided a critiquing overview of the

intersections of disaster, conflict, and peace research,

highlighting disaster diplomacy as one example that shows

how much more work is needed. Wider formulations of

disaster-politics interactions (Glantz 1976) have not been

considered in the analysis here, including the conflicts

inherent in disaster declarations (Platt 1999), the contem-

porary information democracy that influences disaster-re-

lated activities (Alexander 2014), or the ethical discussions

regarding whether or not many disaster, conflict, and peace

activities can be entirely apolitical through neutrality and

impartiality (Seybolt 1996). The overall findings here

nonetheless demonstrate parallels between some funda-

mentals of disaster research and those of conflict and peace

research, as well as a lack of evidence that disaster-related

activities create new directions for conflict and peace

endeavors.

Disaster-related activities are shown to influence, rather

than create, peace and conflict in a variety of ways, illus-

trating the multitude of causal pathways at play. The

deliberate and habitual actions and inactions taken by

different actors at various temporal, spatial, and gover-

nance scales interact and produce different outcomes at

different levels of influence and at different scales. As

such, disparate literatures converge to suggest that disaster,

conflict, and peace are embedded within long-term societal

processes that are socially constructed, nonlinear, and

dynamic. This scholarship supports the need to reframe

research, policy, and practice away from deterministic or

fatalistic understandings and toward the active pursuit of

specific pathways that reduce or transform disaster and

conflict risk and contribute to flourishing societies that are

well-poised to tackle current and future challenges. These

directions further demonstrate the crucial role of those with

power and resources in making decisions at multiple levels

of governance in favor of tackling disasters and promoting

peace simultaneously. Yet, these decisions often reflect a

preference for violence and a lack of disaster-related

activities. Consequently, consistent linear and causal rela-

tionships between disasters and conflict/peace are likely to

remain elusive and inconclusive, as disaster diplomacy, for

instance, has thus far suggested.

The evidence does not negate the possibility that dis-

aster-related activities present iterative opportunities to

create or seed a fledgling conflict or peace process—per-

haps at specific spatial, temporal, and governance scales—

which then takes hold and proceeds. Counterexamples

might yet emerge from historical case studies or where

future disaster-related activities could be shown to create

new and lasting conflict or peace.

The intersections of disaster, conflict, and peace

research, and the gaps in them, also reveal directions for

further work. This research points to the need to develop a

theoretical framework to bring together disaster, conflict,

and peace research and to foster joint work between aca-

demic, intergovernmental, nongovernmental, governmen-

tal, and private sector institutions in long-term

collaborations. Bringing together disaster, conflict, and

peace scholars and practitioners has also been suggested by

others, not only to jointly generate knowledge and build

skills on the positive relationships but also to identify

where there are insignificant relationships (Gawronski and

Olson 2013) and limitations to nexus programming (Peters

2019). The goal of these integrated approaches in applied

settings would be to simultaneously support peace, reduce

conflict, and tackle disaster risks.

Could there be opportunities for disaster-related activi-

ties to perhaps not create peace and reduce conflict, but to

support experiments and testbeds at various scales? How

could the silos of disaster, conflict, and peace research

deepen each one’s engagement with (1) foundational

research and the rich history of the others, and (2) the latest

developments in the other fields, ranging from conflict

transformation to complex systems of risk? Specific ways

of answering these questions include:

(1) Academia providing conference, journal, and book

opportunities in which researchers who focus on

specific areas of disaster, conflict, and peace are

brought together to collaborate.

(2) Generating training and education opportunities that

start from the common bases of disaster, conflict, and

peace research in order to generate skills and advice

that cover all areas.

(3) Offering joint work and expertise to support programs

and projects from intergovernmental, nongovernmen-

tal, private sector, and governmental institutions in
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simultaneously supporting peace, reducing conflict,

and tackling disaster risk.

Practitioners and policymakers across sectors have

opportunities to shape disaster, conflict, and peace activi-

ties, policies, and frameworks, but the results do not always

end up as intended. Continuing research and applications

that actively seek to fill these gaps in understanding will

assist in informing them when, where, and how to act.
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